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An Antarctic research team discovers a perfectly machined gold canister, 2500 feet below the

surface of the ice. There are strange, and unrecognizable markings on the canister. How did it get

there, and where did it come from? It is sent back to a research center in the U.S. where it is

opened in an environmentally controlled room. Inside are six human embryos, and even more

shocking is the discovery that the embryos are viable. Should they be brought to term? Terminal

Event tells the intriguing story of who the embryos are, where they came from, and how they spent

100 million years waiting to be discovered.
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Are you serious???? This got published???? What editor was completely asleep at the wheel to

think this was good? It reads as if a high school comp lit student was writing it. The characters are

completely one dimensional; I had zero investment in any of them. An entire civilization from millions

of years ago that celebrated Christmas??????? A society that understands nuclear weapons but



doesn't know what a moon is???? Gimme a break!!!!

Super book. I like science fiction but do not consider myself a diehard fan. Enjoyed this book very

much however from the first page to the last. I will definitely consider further readings from this gifted

author!

Well written book with a fascinating plot. If you are into SCIFI its a must. If you are not, it's still an

excellent read.

The story held my interest and I couldn't put the book down once I started .I will read more of the

author's bookz

My kind of book. Everyone has different likes and dislikes, but for me this was a great book

Interesting concept taken to a new level. I wished the ending didn't leave you hanging and having to

read the next book. I prefer books that are complete in themselves but having continuing

adventures/stories in the next book. Just like tv shows that show a complete episode and the next

show has a different story.

I have to agree with the other harsh reviews; it was an idea squandered in poor writing and very

poor plot. This should have been labeled for teens 12-14. The science wasn't even close. While the

premise and opening chapters showed promise, the characters and plot soon devolved into a sadly

artificial trope that was so predictable that I fell asleep.In addition, the writing lacked any imagination

and subtly. There were limited metaphors, and no deep thoughts were expressed through out the

book.I am sorry Robert, I know you may have written many books, and I am sure some of them ore

very good. This wasn't one of them.

Growing up in the 50s I enjoyed a thorough diet of Sturgeon, Clarke, Silverberg, Heinlein, Bradbury,

Simak, Asimov, and other GREAT authors of the period. Then, after all that wonderful early

exposure, there was Frank Herbert in the early 60s. So, with an abiding respect for what I consider

first-class science fiction, this book by Robert Vaughan was a fresh treat harkening back to the

writings of those former giants.Terminal Event took right off and maintained a sharp trajectory clean

through to the end. Vaughan tells this story in a way that causes the reader to try getting there first,



before some gem of a detail is made clear. While reading Part 2 I found myself thinking, "Oh, no!,

the author has created an impossible gap but, of course, he masterfully had not. In the end it all

made plausible and fantastic sci fi sense. I loved the premise and every page of it's telling.
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